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1. Introduction. If A and B are two hermitian square matrices with complex
entries, of the same sie, then

(1) Tr (eaen) >= Tr (ea+n)

and the equal sign holds only if A and B commute. This fact was discovered
independently by Golden [1] and Thompson [2]. (The necessary condition for
equality is not explicitly mentioned by these authors but is easily obtained
from their proofs.) In this paper we analyze the mathematical situation under-
lying (1). This leads to a proof which displays a deeper source of the theorem
than given in [1] and [2]. In our approach, attention is focused on a large class
of functions which may replace the trace in (1). This class is characterized
by a certain monotonicity property of the functions belonging to it. Our proof
of (1) consists of the observation that the trace function has this property.
There are many other, equally natural, functions showing this property.
By "matrix" we ulways mean a finite matrix (n by n, say) with complex

entries. The Hermitian adjoint of X is written X*. A Hermitian matrix with
non-negative eigenvalues is called positive. If X is positive, we denote its
unique positive square-root by X1/. We write Spee X for the collection of the
eigenvalues of X, each counted with its proper multiplicity. Thus Spee X is
an (unordered) n-tuple of complex numbers. The symbols a, a’, etc., will be
used to denote such n-tuples, a >= 0 means that all members of are non-
negative. # denotes the n-tuple whose members are the complex conjugates
of those of .

2. The Partial Order >-. Let X, Y be positive matrices and suppose that
unitary matrices U, V exist such that

(2) Spec Y Spec (X1/2UX1/2V)
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